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Dual USB Port

12-volt Powerport
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WITH CLUB CAR’S NEW TRANSPORTER AMBULANCE. Club Car’s new Fit-to-Task
Transporter Ambulance’s small profile and maneuverability lets the ambulance access tight,
crowded spaces and expedites care.
FULLY-EQUIPPED, SAFE AND COST-EFFECTIVE SOLUTION The Transporter Ambulance
seats three and carries an adult-size stretcher. It’s configured to provide everything you need for
this application and reduce the risk of liability. The vehicle comes with:
• Custom ambulance deck weldment
• 12-volt powerport and dual USB port
— Medical attendant seat
• Reflectors
— Deck-mounted medical
equipment box
• Rear fender guards
— Floor-mounted storage box
• Halogen headlights
for medical equipment
— Fold-down rails for patient area
— Hand-carry stretcher and mounts
For other configurations, ask your local Authorized Club Car Dealer about our Custom Solutions
Department.
RELIABLE, RUGGED AND POWERFUL This vehicle is built on Club Car’s proven Transporter
platform. It features rustproof aircraft-grade aluminum frames that can withstand the water,
chemicals and salt air often found on resorts.
The gasoline model comes equipped with a 14-hp rated single cylinder overhead cam engine
with electronic fuel injection that gets up to twice the mileage of some competitive vehicles,
yet delivers more power and torque.
The electric model is powered by 48-volt system and 500-amp DC motor controllers with
controlled downhill ability, zero-speed detect to prevent roll away, regenerative braking,
hand-held speed programmability and diagnostic capabilities. Smart onboard chargers issue
alerts to prevent common user errors, and reel retractors allow for “opportunity charging.”
The vehicle comes standard with white body and white seats. Optional colors are available.
Visit www.clubcardealer.com to find your local Authorized Club Car Dealer and learn more.
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Rear Fender Guards

Canopy Top
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Hinged Windshield

LED Headlights
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Brake Lights
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Turn Signals
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Reverse Lights
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Star of Life
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Rear Receiver

Strobe Light Bar

SPEED EMERGENCY
RESPONSE AT...
College, government and
corporate campuses
Fire and rescue departments
Campgrounds
State and national parks
Athletic complexes
Concert and event venues
Resorts, hotels and multifamily housing communities
Industrial sites
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Malls
Many other locations

